
SECURE & CUSTOMIZABLE VIDEO CHAT  AMAZON CHIME SDK



How Are You 
Virtually 
Connecting 
With Your 
Customers?



Your Current Options...

INTERRUPTIONS

Slow or unreliable 
network connection

EXPENSIVE

High costs and 
license obligations

NOT SECURE

Sensitive or 
regulated data 
transferred through 
unsecure connection

NOT SCALABLE

Difficult to scale



There Is A Better Way

WITH AMAZON CHIME SDK



AFFORDABLE AND RELIABLE 

At just $.0017 per minute and 99.9% availability, you can stay ahead of the curve with audio and video 
powered by Amazon Chime to support business critical workloads.

TRUSTED AND SECURE CONNECTION
Your organization deserves a secure connection you can trust to deliver critical, sensitive data. Why give 
away your data when you can own it, manage it, and use it to enhance your organization? Our end-to-end 
encryption plus PCI and HIPAA compliance open up a world of possibilities.

EASY TO SETUP AND SCALE
To keep up with growing demand– both capacity and geographical coverage – your organization can quickly 
and easily embed customized voice and video experiences. Leverage Amazon’s unmatched global 
infrastructure to scale and grow your business.

WITH AMAZON CHIME SDK



Customizable Video
With Excellent User Experience



CONNECTION

White label virtual experiences with 
voice and video are the key to 

improving customer experience & 
drive revenues.

DATA

Data is King; Decisions are King Kong.
Own your customer interactions. 

Leverage Machine Learning to drive 
decisions.

Be Part Of The Future



SourceLogix Features

Custom Design Host + 
Participants

Transcriptions Custom Domains Marketing Videos 
During Wait



Client Solution

OUTCOME

Hunter achieved significant growth in customers via their unique 
call-track-close method. Hunters teams use video sessions daily to 
engage with customers, enhance virtual experiences and get work done.

CHALLENGE

Hunter Digital is an 
Award-Winning Digital Marketing 
Agency Unhappy With Google 
Meet. Quality was an issue, and 
they had concerns about 
security and the privacy of their 
video calls.

SOLUTION

SourceLogix Chime SDK solution 
was embedded as part of Hunter 
Digital’s sales. Daily calls, video 
sessions and screen share were 
integrated.



Client Solution

OUTCOME

Satira customers benefit from the ease of use, seamless integration with 
appointments, and high quality and professional video chat sessions.

CHALLENGE

Satira technologies connects 
experts in the creative arts with 
their patrons. Their video & voice 
solution with TokBox was not 
scalable & error prone.

SOLUTION

SourceLogix Chime SDK is 
integrating AWS Chime Video, 
along with a deep and rich user 
interface to create a frictionless 
virtual experience.



Client Solution

OUTCOME

SourceLogix removed various friction points in video chats for TBGA. 
The customer liked the transcription capability with security and 
reliability that is powered by Chime SDK.

CHALLENGE

TBGA is a NYC based marketing 
and branding firm. They lacked 
tools such as recording and 
transcription to enhance 
webinars & educational events.

SOLUTION

Chime SDK was used to create a 
custom voice and video solution 
with the ability to record video or 
voice. Meeting speech was 
converted to text using AWS 
Transcribe.



We Provide Solutions For

HEALTH CARE

Doctors & Patients

ED TECH

Experts & Students

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Mortgage & Insurance

ECOMMERCE

Retailers & Customers

LIFESTYLE

Personal Trainers & 
Group Therapy

ENTERTAINMENT

Artists & Audience

BUSINESS APPS

CRM & Collaboration 
Tools

ENTERPRISE

Remote Work & 
Engagement



Contact

EMAIL

hello@srclogix.com

WEBSITES

Amazon Chime SDK
TokTown
SourceLogix

PHONE

8889454455


